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Нускама / Инструкция:
Экинчи тур (2-күн) төмөндөгүдөй тапшырмалардан турат:
1. Угуу жана түшүнүү:
Текстти угуу (2 жолу) жана ага карата берилген суроолорго жооп берүү (10 суроо)
Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 40 мүн.
2. Лексика-грамматикалык тест (30 суроо)
Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 50 мүн.
3. Окуу жана түшүнүү:
Сөздүктү колдонбой, белгисиз текстти окуу жана текстке берилген тапшырмаларды аткаруу
(15)
Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 50 мүн.
Бардыгы: 2 саат 20 мүнөт.
Второй тур (2-й день) включает в себя:
1. Аудирование:
Прослушивание текста (2 раза) и выполнение заданий (10 заданий)
Время выполнения: 40 мин
2. Лексико-грамматический тест (30 вопросов)
Время выполнения: 50 мин
3. Чтение:
Чтение незнакомого текста без словаря и выполнение заданий к нему.
Время выполнения: 50 мин
Всего: 2 часа 20 минут.
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1. Listening
(10 points)

For items 1–10 listen to a man talking about the sport of elephant polo and decide whether the statements
1–10 are TRUE according to the text you hear (A), or FALSE (B), or the information on the statement is
NOT STATED in the text (C). You will hear the text twice.

1. The fastest game in the world is Elephant polo.
2. The pitch and the goals in football and Elephant Polo are of the same size.
3. In a game of Elephant polo two people are sitting astride.
4. To avoid suffocation of the elephants using trunks during a game is prohibited.
5. The number of goals which a team might score depends on sheer luck.
6. Only left-handed women can use both hands.
7. When a player misses the ball, the elephant lies down across the goal.
8. Elephants having attitude problems can not participate in polo games as it might be risky.
9. According to the old tradition, players exchange their elephants and mahouts at half-time.
10. Indian elephants are more preferable than African ones due to their large stature.
Transfer your answers to the answer sheet!

2. Grammar and vocabulary
1) “Life is a dream, ____________it.
Life is a challenge, _________it.
Life is a duty, _____________it.
Life is a game, ____________it. “
Mother Teresa
Which of the following variants is the correct order of words that must be used in the poem above?
A) Play, complete, meet, realize
B) Realize, play, meet, complete
C) Complete, realize, play, meet
D) Realize, meet, complete, play
2) Which four of the surrounding words in the group cannot go with the noun “people”?
Fill in the box with the numbers of the adjectives which do not go with the noun “people” in
the center.
1.expensive
2. sociable

16. reserved

3.

15. bored

3. elderly
4. young

14. boring

PEOPLE

13. tall

5. rich
6. high

12. rude
7.

11. antique

7. starving

8. crowded

10. wealthy
9. sophisticated

3)

US car workers
Made redundant
According to the newspaper headline the article contains some information about
A) Unemployment in automobile industry
B) Decline in the number of cars
C) US concern about the workers
D) Reduction of workers` wages in car industry

4)
Scarlet fever is an (1) ______________ disease, caused by bacteria, which usually enter
the body through the nose or mouth. The disease most (2)________________ affects children
between the ages of two and ten. The typical (3) __________________ symptoms of the disease
are headache, sore throat, chills, and fever. Other diseases may become (4) __________________
of scarlet fever. Since the introduction of penicillin the disease can be cured without the
(5)________________ of after-effects.
Which variants of the words in brackets must be used in the blanks to fit the text above?
A) infection, common, initialize, complicate, occur
B) infectious, commonly, initial, complications, occurrence
C) infect, commonness, initiate, complicacy, occurrent
D) infectively, commonality, initiative, complicated, occurring
5) They say the company was established by their great-grandfather in 1910.
Their great-grandfather is said ______________________ the company in 1910.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the second sentence to make it
similar to the first sentence:
A)
B)
C)
D)

to be set up
having been set up
have been setting up
to have set up

6) _______ computers are used extensively in scientific________ to solve mathematical
problems, display complicated data, or model systems that are too_________ or impractical to
build.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above?
A) The, researches, cost
B) _____, researchers, costly
C) _____, research, costly
D) The, research, cost
What can you get without money at the
7)
WELCOME TO NUMBER 1!
music shop?
Special offers!
Top 10 CDs: $11
All new pop videos: $15
Free poster with every cassette, CD or DVD
New Britney Spears CD out now!
Open: 7 days a week
Monday to Saturday: 9.00 – 17.00
Sunday: 10.00 - 13.00
Tel/fax: 097 6454607
55 High Street, Weston

A)
B)
C)
D)

A CD
A DVD
A poster
A cassette

8) Peter woke up in the middle of the night, turned on the light and saw somebody _________ in his
window.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank above?
A)
B)
C)
D)

to climb
has climbed
climbing
climbs

9) Alice felt very pleased with herself. She ___________ what she was looking for.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank above?
A)
B)
C)
D)

found
has found
would find
had found

10) Although she tried to hide her eyes which were red, I could see that Alina had been crying.
The underlined part of the sentence above means that
A) Alina was still crying
B) Alina was going to cry
C) Alina was no longer crying
D) Alina was ready to cry
11) When I last went to Moscow, they had renovated St. Basil Cathedral.
Which of the following variants is closest in meaning to the underlined words above?
A) restored
B) built anew
C) decorated
D) replaced

12) Even if Aziz had worked harder, I don`t think he_______ the maths exam.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank above?
A)
B)
C)
D)

will pass
would pass
passed
would have passed

13) Nurbek`s speech at the meeting turned out ____________impressive.
A)
B)
C)
D)

be
being
to be
been

14) Bob: I did a language course in France last year. The teachers were mostly young students, and
they were more interested in going out in the evening than teaching us
According to the sentence above Bob is most probably
A) satisfied
B) disappointed
C) indifferent
D) confused

One of Europes greatest flamenco guitarists

15)

A

B

C

D

Which of the underlined words in the advertisement must be changed to make the advertisement
correct?
A)
B)
C)
D)
16) Boris is 40 years old. His sister Alina is twice as young as he is. How old is Alina?
A) 80 years old
B) 60 years old
C) 20 years old
D) 33 years old
17) Supermarket bandit ___________ to 4 years of prison
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank to complete the headline above?
A) accused
B) sentenced
C) robbed
D) suspected
18) He is a celebrity because he has written three ___________ novels.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank obove?
A) long
B) horror
C) award-winning
D) interesting
19)

LOOK

Which of the following options doesn`t go with the verb above?
A) After, on
B) Back, over
C) Forward to
D) Down, by
20) - What do you think about Bakyt?
- He is the most boring person I`ve ____________ met.
Which is the best variant to use in the blank above?
A) yet
B) never
C) sometimes
D) ever
21) As you know Great Britain is situated on two big islands. _________ bigger of the two is Great
Britain
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above?
A) a

B) the
C) D) an

22) Kyrgyzstan`s might depends on it`s economic situation
A

B

C

D

Which of the underlined elements must be changed to make the sentence above correct?
A)
B)
C)
D)
23) This kind of books was designed to serve_____ all-inclusive textbooks and thus
differed________ modern encyclopedias, which serve chiefly______ reference sources.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above?
A) as, in, as
B) like, from, like
C) like, in, like
D) as, from, as
24) Alina and Arslan want to visit the Burana Tower, but they don`t know_____ it is open now.
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above?
A) whether
B) how
C) where
D) why
25) If they call a tow truck, _______will it take to get there?
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above?
A) how much
B) how long
C) how
D) how many
26) 1. Mobile devices help people get i__f__ __m__t__ __n quickly
2. Mobile devices have made it easy to c__ __t__ __t friends
3. Drivers can access maps and driving d_r__ __t__ __ __s instantly on mobile devices
4. Apps make daily activities like paying bills and ordering food more c__ __v__n__ __ __t.
5. Mobile technology has increased our interaction with people from c__u__t__ __ __s around
the world.
Guess the words which must be used in the sentences above. Some letters are provided.
1_______________________
2_______________________
3_______________________
4_______________________
5_______________________
27) Do you remember ___________ Granny on Sunday? She was very pleased.
Remember __________ her on Wednesday, on her birthday!
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above?
A) visiting, visiting
B) visiting, to visit
C) to visit, visiting
D) to visit, to visit

28) Anvar hasn`t been to the show but he was present when the best pictures_____________
Which is the best variants to finish the sentence above?
A) are chosen
B) have been chosen
C) were being chosen
D) will be chosen
29) I feel like some ice-cream
The speaker means
A) He is cold
B) He is thirsty
C) He is likely to catch cold
D) He is hot
30) The first mobile phones with cameras __________ in Japan
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank above?
A) sell
B) sold
C) were sold
D) would be sold

Reading
I. You are going to read an article in which four people describe their best teacher. For questions 1 –
15, choose from the people (A – D).
The people may be chosen more than once.
A. Veronique Tadjo
Tae Kwon Do is a martial art which has become popular as a sporting activity in recent years. I
started learning it in the Ivory Coast in Africa when I was about 13, and later became the country’s
first black belt. My teacher, Kim Young Tae, had been sent by the Tae Kwon Do federation in Korea
to open a club. It was very successful. When he arrived he didn’t know a word of French so he used
to demonstrate rather than explain. At the time my brother and I started learning Tae Kwon Do, we
were fighting like mad. But we quickly understood we had to stop fighting because we realised that
fighting was about self-defence, not aggression. Tae Kwon Do teaches you to control your anger and
control your body. It is very good for your memory, co-ordination and self-discipline. And you are
acquiring a philosophy. Later on, Kim opened a restaurant and then moved back to Korea. We had a
very friendly relationship, but somehow I feel like I was a disappointment to him. He thought I had a
future in the sport. But when I was 17 I decided it was not what I wanted to do.
B. Helen Mirren
Everyone loved Miss Welding. She taught me between the ages of 13 and 17 and was instrumental in
my becoming an actress. She knew I was interested in acting, but it just wasn’t an option in my world.
My father was a driving examiner and I wasn’t exposed to acting as a career. It was Miss Welding
who told me about the National Youth Theatre, which was an organisation I was unaware of. She
suggested I look into it and think about going there. About ten years after I left school, when I was
with the Royal Shakespeare Company and playing fairly high-profile parts, I got a letter from Miss
Welding saying she was following my
career with interest, but as far as I know, she never came to see me perform. She certainly never came
to see me backstage.
C. Nisha Ishtiak
My father was editor of Pakistan’s largest newspaper and he knew and liked its librarian, Atif Burkhi.
Atif was well-educated and when I was about 12 my father decided I should learn more about the

region’s history and he chose Atif as my tutor. It turned out to be an inspired move. He would come
to our house once a week to teach me, from the end of school until supper. He took me through a lot
of history, but after a few lessons I got bored. ‘I know you’re being paid by my parents to teach me
this stuff,’ I said, ‘but there are other things in the world.’ He burst out laughing as he so often did
and asked: ‘What do you want to talk about then?’ And so we would discuss global issues and world
literature.
D. Suzanne Terry
Brian Earle, my English teacher was a very intense man with thick glasses, and the fact that he taught
a lot of his classes standing on his head was also seen as extremely peculiar. He taught me for just
one year and it was probably one of the most creative years of my life. He didn’t believe in giving
marks for grammar or punctuation; he implied that the mechanics of writing were not important if
you had something to say. When I wrote a short story for him called ‘Army’, he simply wrote across
the bottom: 'You’ve just got to keep on writing.’ Those few words of support had a fantastic effect on
me in terms of wanting to write and be involved in writing. Brian Earle had a love of teaching and his
subject.
Which person had a teacher who
1. taught more than one member of the same family?
2. might have preferred their pupil to choose a different career?
3. was popular with all the pupils?
4. had to overcome a disadvantage when teaching?
5. made contact after their pupil left school?
6. taught in an unusual physical position?
7. changed their pupils’ behaviour?
8. became their teacher as a result of a personal contact?
9. developed their pupils’ physical and mental skills?
10. pointed their pupil in the direction of a successful career?
11. demonstrated a sense of humour?
12. decided what to teach by responding to their pupil’s interests?
13. showed what was necessary instead of talking about it?
14. was also doing another job?
15. put an emphasis on what pupils expressed, not the way they
expressed it?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

